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ABSTRACT

INTER AND INTRAGROUP EMOTION AND SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION: A REAL WORLD STUDY

Emotion research has recently begun to focus on the relationship between social identities and group based emotion. The current paper reports on a large scale study of intra and intergroup emotions and their relationship to social identities in Northern Ireland. 1,179 respondents reported their explicit intragroup emotion, self-categorised religion and strength of religious identity as well as four emotional responses to four visual primes related to them in their own homes. The valence of the prime and strength of identification were manipulate and measured respectively. Intragroup primes were found to be more strongly and significantly related to both identification and type of emotion expressed than intergroup primes. The results of the study are interpreted in terms of our understanding of appraisal and intergroup emotions theory and the practical implications for intergroup relations considered.
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INTRODUCTION

Emotions are typically viewed in psychology as private states and research in this area is usually conducted at the level of the individual. While it is acknowledged that emotions can be social in nature, the term “social” typically refers to interpersonal interactions. Existing individual-level theories of emotion, in particular, appraisal theories of emotion conceptualise emotions as motivational states (Arnold, 1960). This represents a social cognition approach in emotions in terms of the individual’s perception or interpretation of whether a situation/event is personally relevant. Arnold (1960) argues that we respond emotionally only when the situation is relevant to us in some way. Smith and Lazarus (1993) developed this further by stating that in addition to motivational relevance, the valence of the resulting emotion depends on the appraisal of motivational congruence (i.e. whether the situation helps or hinders the individual’s concerns), and further that the specific nature of the emotion depends on secondary appraisals such as personal and social coping resources.

Such coping resources can be conceptualised at both individual and group level (Haslam, 2006). Traditionally social identity approaches emphasise that people can define themselves both in personal terms and also in terms of the groups to which they belong. When a particular social identity is made salient, individuals who identify with that group see themselves as interchangeable exemplars of the group rather than as distinct individuals (Smith, 1993). Their social identity as a group member becomes an integral aspect of the self and thus the group is infused with emotional significance (Tajfel and Turner, 1979; Tajfel, 1982). In spite of the fact that identification with a group infuses that group with value and affective significance (Tajfel, 1972), emotion research has not been much concerned with the idea that people may experience emotions on behalf of others, be they in-group or out-group members. This remains a serious research gap given the degree to which people are invested in their identities and the emotions that they can arouse.

Research on group-based emotions began in earnest in the 1990s. It was postulated that people can experience emotions as group members, that these emotions are distinct from individual-level emotions, and that they can have important implications for inter-group relations. Such emotions can be directed at the in-group, out-group, or intergroup relation. Through the process of identification, group-relevant events become self-relevant and elicit group-based emotions (Smith, 1993). This assumption lies at the core of intergroup emotions theory (Smith et al, 1993). This theory merges appraisal theories of emotion, social identity theory, and social categorisation theory in an attempt to “better understand the nature of emotions that
arise from group identification and membership" (Smith, Seger, & Mackie, 2007: 432). Initially, the focus was on emotions of in-group members directed at out-groups although recently there have been investigations of group-based emotions directed at in-groups (Smith et al, 2007). In a recent review however, Lyer and Leach (2008) identified three general principles of the field: (1) people can experience group-level emotions that are distinct from individual emotions and have important consequences for inter-group relations; (2) particular emotions are associated with specific appraisals of the emotion object be that in-group, out-group or the inter-group relation, and finally; (3) particular emotions can predict specific action tendencies towards an in-group or out-group.

THE CURRENT STUDY

Conceptualisation of group-based emotions is under-developed. While there is consensus among researchers on the general principles underlying group-based emotions, Lyer and Leach (2008) caution that the literature can be characterised as conceptually confused. They contend that there is evidence of widespread inconsistency in the use of terminology and operationalisations. To this end, Lyer and Leach (2008) propose a typology that differentiates between group level emotions along two dimensions, namely the subject of the emotion (someone who sees themselves as a unique individual or someone who perceives themselves as a member of a group) and the object of the emotion (in-group or out-group). They argue that there are five types of group level emotions and it is important for researchers that they clearly define which of these they are examining. The five types are: inter-group emotions; personal emotions directed at out-groups; group-based emotions directed at in-groups; personal emotions directed at in-groups; and group-based emotions directed at individuals. The vast majority of research focuses on inter-group emotions, however, because participants are often not asked to subjectively self-categorise as in-group members and if they are it is unclear whether the self-categorisation was salient when the emotions were measured (Lyer & Leach, 2008). It is possible therefore that what is being measured is not inter-group emotions but individual level emotions directed at groups. When assessing inter-group emotions it is important to specify inter-group relation that includes in-group as subject and out-group as object of emotion as well as assessing self-relevance. Our study accounts for these concerns.

Yzerbyt et al (2002) argue that under certain conditions it is likely that people will experience emotions even though they are not directly confronted with the trigger situation. In the majority of group-based emotion studies, people are asked to self-categorise as an in-group member or level of identification is assessed in order to make a particular social identity salient. However, identities can be made salient through other means. In a recent study, Seger, Smith and Mackie (2009) illustrate that social identities can be subtly activated through the use of priming techniques (i.e. listening to music and viewing photographs) which in turn produce group-based emotions. Consistent with their previous study (Smith et al, 2007), they found that subtle activation produced group level emotions that were distinct from individual level emotions, were socially shared, and were related to in-group identification. Our
study employs this methodology and extends it by varying the valence and object of the images presented. Participants in the Smith et al (2007) study were presented only with positive symbols of the group. The researchers also were only examining intra-group emotions.

Considering the valence and nature of the emotion in question, Smith et al (2007) noted that the above prediction is clear for positive group emotions but the situation is more ambiguous with negative emotions. In their study, they asked participants to report their emotions as group members and as well as the strength of group identification. The results revealed strong, positive correlations between level of identification and positive emotions such as satisfaction, hopefulness, pride, and happiness. However, the correlations between level of identification and negative emotions such as fear, disgust, uneasiness, and irritation were more variable although they were generally negative and weak. Smith et al (2007) put forward two possible explanations for this pattern of results. It could be that high identifiers as suggested by Doojse et al (1998) reinterpret and reappraise group-related events to avoid negative feelings. Alternatively it could be evidence of bi-directional relationship between identification and group-based emotion where identification is not only an antecedent of emotion but can also be affected itself by emotion. In this case, negative feelings about the in-group may motivate a decrease in identification.

Secondly, it is clear from the preceding discussion that self-relevance is an important determinant of group-based emotions (Lyer and Leach, 2008; Smith, 1993; Smith et al, 2007). In a group context, self-relevance is conceptualised primarily in two ways, self-categorisation as an in-group member and level of identification (Lyer and Leach, 2008). Some research suggests that simple categorical inclusion in an in-group is sufficient to experience group-level emotions, as is the premise of inter-group emotions theory (Smith, 1993; Smith et al, 2007). Others argue that the level of in-group identification (the psychological connection to a group) is an important determinant. However, there are mixed views on whether a minimal level of identification is sufficient to facilitate group-based emotions or whether a moderate or high level of identification is required (Lyer and Leach, 2008). Mackie, Silver & Smith (2004: 231) argue that the higher the level of in-group identification, the more “easily, frequently and intensely” group-based emotions are produced. Following on from this, it is suggested that high identifiers should experience and express group emotions to a greater extent than low identifiers (Smith et al, 2007). Our study tests this particular hypothesis that level of identification will relate to group based emotions.

Overall therefore it would appear that important variables to consider are the subject of the emotion, the target of the emotion and the nature of the emotion. We conducted our study in Northern Ireland where there is a long history of group based division. The two extant groups, the can be conceptualised as two different ethnopolitical groups, with religion normally used to mark the social boundary between Catholic and Protestant. Whilst this dichotomisation can be unhelpfully simplistic (see Muldoon et al., 2007 for a discussion of these issues), in this instance it allows the assessment of relationship between identification and emotions in a real world setting, which represents an important addition of the literature in this area.
Smith et al (2007) propose that group identification correlates positively with positive emotions. Here we seek to clarify this in terms of subject-object of emotion. We hypothesize that for intra-group emotions, identification should correlate positively with positive emotions directed at the in-group. In addition, we propose that there should be a negative correlation between identification and negative emotions directed towards the in-group. Further it has been suggested that identification be partitioned into its various subcomponents and the relationship between these and group-based emotions be investigated (Mackie et al, 2004). We therefore explore not only the relationship of overall identification with group-based emotions but also importance to identity and public evaluation of identity. Seger et al (2009) stated that different primes might produce different kinds of emotion profiles. Participants in their studies were not presented with primes that could activate “a negative aspect of a social identity” (p.24). The current study replicates and builds on that of Seger et al (2009). Firstly, we present our Catholic and Protestant participants’ resident in Northern Ireland with photographs of national flags, namely, the Union Jack and the Tricolour. We expect that when presented with a photograph that depicts a positive symbol representing the in-group that the group-based emotions that are activated should show a similar pattern to explicitly-reported intragroup emotions, i.e. there should be a positive relationship between identification and positive emotions directed towards the ingroup and a negative relationship between identification and negative emotions directed at the ingroup. Secondly we build on Seger et al’s (2009) study by showing participants images that depict a negative aspect of their social identity. For Protestant participants we included a photograph of the crest of the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) and for Catholic participants, a photograph of a memorial commemorating the 1981 hunger strike. These images may remind in-group members of negative events in their group’s history and should impact on the group-based emotions reported. We will explore the relationship between emotion and identification and determine whether there are differences between high and low identifiers. Finally we explore the relationship between identification and intergroup emotions. We will investigate whether there are differences in emotions directed towards the out-group between high and low identifiers. We will also look at responses to images depicting the outgroup to investigate the nature of the relationship between identification and inter-group emotions.

METHOD

1: Intragroup emotion and level of identification

Participants

The 2008 Northern Ireland Life and Times Survey involved 1,179 face-to-face interviews with adults aged 18 years or over. A systematic random sample of addresses was selected from the Land and Property Services Agency list of private addresses. This is the most up-to-date listing of private households and is made available to the Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency for research purposes. People living in institutions (though not in private households in such institutions) are excluded. A total of 33% of those selected did not want to participate, 8% were non
contactable giving a final response rate of 61%. Of the final sample, 47.2% of respondents were male and 52.8% female.

**Design and analysis**

The design for this analysis was correlational. When asked, do you regard yourself as belonging to any particular religion, 85.6% (N = 1009) responded with either Protestant (47.1%, N = 555) or Catholic (38.5%, N = 454). Analysis was conducted for Protestants and Catholics separately, given that we were interested in the group based nature of emotion.

**Procedure**

The Land and Property Services Agency provides a good sampling frame of addresses, but contains no information about the number of people living at an address. Further selection stages were therefore required to convert the listing of addresses to a listing of individuals from which one person is chosen to complete the questionnaire. The interviewers listed all members of the household eligible for inclusion in the sample: that is, all persons aged 18 or over living at the address. From this listing of eligible adults, the interviewer's computer randomly selected one adult. This person, the selected respondent, was then asked to complete the survey. Results relating to this study represent one module of the survey administered using Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI).

**Materials**

Respondents were asked to subjectively self-categorize their religious identity. Religious self-categorization was obtained by asking respondents, i.e. “How would you describe your religious tradition?” Of the final sample, 38.5% described themselves as Catholics, 47.1% as Protestant and 14.4% described their religion as none (10.9%) or other (3.5%) than one of the two main traditions in Northern Ireland. We then measured explicit collective self-esteem related to religious tradition using the two subscales of Luhtanen and Crocker's (1992) Collective self-esteem (CSE) scale, importance of identity and public regard for identity. The reliability and validity of the scale is good and it has been widely used. The scale was adapted to ensure the CSE in relation to religious group membership was assessed so that items read for example: “In general, I’m glad to be a member of the religion that I belong to”.

Finally respondents were asked about their intragroup emotions. Four emotions, namely uneasiness, satisfaction, annoyance and hopefulness were assessed. Participants were asked to report successively on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 3 (very), how uneasy/annoyed/hopeful/satisfied they felt about being a Catholic/Protestant in Northern Ireland.
Results 1: Intragroup emotion and level of identification

Table 1: Correlations of intra-group emotions with overall religious group identification and subcomponents of identification (importance and public evaluation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Uneasy</th>
<th>Annoyed</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
<th>Hopeful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>-.22**</td>
<td>-.14**</td>
<td>.26**</td>
<td>.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>-.25**</td>
<td>-.20**</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>.21**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>-.12*</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>.25**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>-.10*</td>
<td>-0.02*</td>
<td>.25**</td>
<td>.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>-.20**</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.20**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.23**</td>
<td>.21**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05; **p<0.01

Overall strength of identification was significantly related to all four intragroup emotions assessed for Catholic respondents (see Table 1). Identification as a Catholic was negatively correlated with uneasiness (r=-.22, p<0.01) and annoyance (r=-.14, p<0.01) and positively correlated with satisfaction (r=.26, p<0.01) and hopefulness (r=.31, p<0.01). The same pattern emerged for Protestant respondents. Identification was negatively correlated with uneasiness (r=-.01, p<0.05) and annoyance (r=-.02, p<0.05) and positively correlated with satisfaction (r=.25, p<0.01) and hopefulness (r=.21, p<0.01).

The importance of identity subscale assesses the importance of the group to the individual’s self-concept. For Catholics, importance was significantly related to all intragroup emotions except for annoyance. Importance was negatively correlated with uneasiness (r=-.12, p<0.05) and positively correlated with satisfaction (r=.17, p<0.01) and hopefulness (r=.25, p<0.01), that is those who attached greater importance to their identity reported less uneasiness and more satisfaction and hopefulness about being Catholics in Northern Ireland. For Protestants, satisfaction (r=.23, p<0.01) and hopefulness (r=.21, p<0.01) were also positively correlated with importance, again with those reporting more satisfaction and hopefulness about being Protestants rating the importance of their religious identity more highly. However, uneasiness (r=.01, p>.05) and annoyance (r=.02, p>.05) were not significantly related to importance to identity.

Finally, the public evaluation subscale assessed perceptions of how positively other people evaluate their social group. For Catholics, public regard was significantly related to all four intra-group emotions. Public regard was negatively related to uneasiness (r=-.25, p<0.01) and annoyance (r=-.20, p<0.01) and positively related to satisfaction (r=.24, p<0.01) and hopefulness (r=.21, p<0.01). Satisfaction (r=.15,
p<0.01) and hopefulness (r=.20, p<0.01) were also positively related to public regard for Protestants. There was a negative association between uneasiness (r=-.20, p<0.01) and public regard for this group. However there was no significant relationship between public regard and annoyance (r=-.06, p>0.05).

2: Variability in intragroup emotion and identification

Participants

The total sample comprised of 874 respondents, accessed via the NILT as previously outlined.

Design

The impact of visual primes on Protestants and Catholics intragroup emotion measured at four levels (uneasy/hopeful/annoyed/satisfied) was examined. The nature of the visual prime was manipulated and order of presentation randomised. The intragroup visual primes could be viewed as either positive for the ingroup or contentious. Overall identification with self-categorised religion is also included in this analysis, first to assess relationships via correlation and subsequently as an independent variable based on a standard median split of those scoring above the median for overall collective self-esteem as measured by Luhtanen & Crocker (1992) subscales employed.

Materials

A set of four visual images were selected to prime group based emotions. In all cases the images represented icons related to the conflict in Northern Ireland which of course is underpinned by identity and group based divisions (Muldoon et al., 2007). To date the group emotions literature has concentrated on the consequences of positive shared experience on emotion with less attention focused on more negative or ambiguous experiences. So in the first instance we used the Irish and British national flags to elicit emotional responses, as well as two more contentious images from the past that can be seen to have a chequered history by both groups. These images were a picture of Royal Ulster Constabulary emblem, the largely Protestant police force often targets of republican violence but have been seen as partisan by others particularly in the Catholic community. Subsequent to the Belfast Good Friday Agreement of 1998, the police force in Northern Ireland was reformed The second image was of a Hunger Strike Memorial, erected to commemorate the Irish Republicans who died in prison attempting to secure their status as prisoners of war. Others, particularly those in the Protestant community, view the Hunger Strikers as terrorists.

Procedure

Respondents were presented with a set of four visual images, the two relating to each group reported hereunder. Respondents were asked to indicate on a scale of 1 to 3 (where 3 was “very”, 2 was “a bit”, and 1 was “not at all”) how annoyed, how hopeful, how satisfied, and how uneasy each image made them feel.
Results

Protestant Respondents

On presentation of the Union Jack image, strength of identification was observed to be positively related to satisfaction ($r=.22$, $p<.01$) and hopefulness ($r=.31$, $p<.01$). There was no correlation between identification and annoyance ($r=-.01$, n.s.) or uneasiness ($r=.03$, n.s.). For the image of the contentious RUC crest, identification was positively related to annoyance ($r=.16$, $p<.01$), satisfaction ($r=.17$, $p<.01$) and hopefulness ($r=.10$, $p<.05$). There was no correlation between identification and uneasiness ($r=.16$, $p<.01$).

Table 2: Correlations of intra-group emotions with overall religious group identification after priming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification on presentation of</th>
<th>Uneasy</th>
<th>Annoyed</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
<th>Hopeful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Union Jack</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.22**</td>
<td>.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUC crest</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.16**</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>.10*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05; **p<.01

A mixed MANOVA examined the effects of picture type, level of identification on intragroup emotion at four levels for Catholics and Protestants separately. The nature of the image presented (flag versus contentious) interacted with level of identification to affect reported intragroup emotion amongst Protestants, $F=(4,493)$ 7.7, $p<.001$. Univariate follow up analysis of this effect indicated that this interaction was observed in relation to annoyance, $F=(1, 496)8.03$, $p<.01$, and hopefulness, $F=(1,496) 17.9$, $p<.01$, only (see figure 1). A main effect was also observed across all emotions (uneasy, $F=(1, 496) 6.1$, $p<.05$; satisfied, $F=(1, 496)77.6$, $p<.001$; annoyed, $F=(1,496)35.8$, $p<.001$) hopeful, ($F=1, 496) 96.7$, $p<.001$) related to whether the picture presented was the Union Jack or RUC picture. Level of identification also exerted a main effect on intragroup emotion reported, $F=(4, 493)=7.2$, $p<.001$), that was observable in relation to satisfaction, $F=(1, 496)16.3$, $p<.001$), annoyance, $F=(1, 496)7.4$, $p<.01$ and hopefulness, $F=(1,496) 22.6$, $p<.001$). In each case those with higher levels of identification with their religion reported more annoyance, less satisfaction and hopefulness than those with lower levels of identification.
Figure 1: Means level of emotion reported in response to in-group images for Protestant respondents

![Bar chart showing means level of emotion reported in response to in-group images for Protestant respondents. The chart compares high identifiers with low identifiers for annoyance with Union Jack, annoyed with RUC crest, hopeful with Union Jack, and hopeful with RUC crest.]

**Catholic Respondents**

For the Tricolour image, strength of identification was positively associated with satisfaction ($r=.18$, $p<.01$) and hopefulness ($r=.19$, $p<.01$), that is stronger identifiers reported more satisfaction and hopefulness. Identification was not related to uneasiness ($r=-.05$, n.s) and annoyance ($r=-.06$, n.s.). For Catholics the hunger strike memorial, strength of identification was positively related to both annoyance ($r=.10$, $p<.05$) and hopefulness ($r=.11$, $p<.05$). There was no significant relationship between uneasiness and identification ($r=.00$, n.s.) or identification and satisfaction ($r=.06$, n.s.).

**Table 3: Correlations of intra-group emotions with overall religious identification after priming**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Uneasy</th>
<th>Annoyed</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
<th>Hopeful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tricolour</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.19**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunger strike</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.10*</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.11*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05; **p<.01

We then conducted a mixed MANOVA to assess the relationship between levels of identification, the nature of the image presented and intragroup emotion. The nature of the image (neutral versus contentious) presented interacted level with level of identification to effect reported emotion, $F=(4, 404)$ 2.8, $p<.05$). Univariate follow up analysis of this effect indicated that this interaction was observed in relation to satisfaction, $F=(1, 407)$7.3, $p<.01$, annoyance, $F=(1,407)$ 5.3, $p<.05$, and hopefulness $F=(1, 407)$ 4.9, $p<.05$ (see figure 2). A main effect was also observed across all
emotions (uneasy, F=(1, 407) 109, p<.001; satisfied, F=(1, 407)145, p<.001); an-
noyed, F=(1,407)138, p<.001) hopeful, (F=1, 407) 64.5, p<.01) dependent on
whether the tricolour or hunger strike picture was presented (see figure 2). Level of
identification also exerted a main effect on intragroup emotion reported, F=(4,
404)=2.9, p<.005), however this was observable only in relation to satisfaction,
F=(1, 407)5.6, p<.05) and hopefulness, F=(1,407) 10.5, p<.001), with higher ident-
i-fiers showing higher levels of satisfaction and hopefulness.

Figure 2: Means emotion reported to in-group images for Catholic respondents by strength
of identification

3: Intergroup emotion and level of identification
This analysis focused on strength of identification, this time relating to intergroup
emotion, that is, feelings about the out-group.

Design
The impact of visual primes on Protestants and Catholics intergroup emotion meas-
ured at four levels (uneasy/hopeful/annoyed/satisfied) was examined. The nature of
the visual prime was manipulated and order of presentation randomised. Overall
identification with self-categorised religion is also included in this analysis, first to
assess relationships via correlation and subsequently as an independent variable
based on a standard median split.

Materials
The same set of four visual images were selected to prime group based emotions,
the two relating to intergroup emotion reported hereunder. The images presented
were the national flag associated with the outgroup (Irish Tricolour for Protestants
and British Union Jack for Catholics). The second set of icons were considerably
more contentious images in this instance, as they positioned the outgroup relative to the political conflict in Northern Ireland.

**Procedure**

Respondents were presented with a set of four visual images. Order or presentation was randomised. Respondents were asked to indicate on a scale of 1 to 3 (where 3 was “very”, 2 was “a bit”, and 1 was “not at all”) how annoyed, how hopeful, how satisfied, and how uneasy each image made them feel.

**Results: Intergroup emotion and level of identification**

**Table 4: Correlations of inter-group emotions in response to primes with overall religious identification after priming**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Uneasy</th>
<th>Annoyed</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
<th>Hopeful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Jack</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUC crest</td>
<td>-.11*</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricolour</td>
<td>.10*</td>
<td>.09*</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunger strike</td>
<td>.11**</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Catholics, strength of identification was positively related to hopefulness ($r=.11$, $p<.05$) on presentation of the image of the Union Jack. There were no other significant associations. For the image of the RUC crest, identification was negatively related to uneasiness ($r=-.11$, $p<.05$), those with higher levels of identification reporting greater uneasiness. Again, this was the only significant association for this group.

For Protestants, strength of identification was negatively related to uneasiness ($r=-.10$, $p<.05$) and annoyance ($r=-.09$, $p<.05$) when presented with an image of the Irish Tricolour. There were no other significant associations. For the image of the Hunger Strike memorial, identification was negatively related to uneasiness ($r=-.11$, $p<.01$). There were no other significant associations.

Our final analysis looked at the relationship between levels of in group identification (high versus low), the nature of the out group image presented (a flag versus an overtly contentious image) and intergroup emotion. These analyses were again conducted for Protestants and Catholics separately.

**Catholics**
The nature of the image (flag versus contentious) presented did not interact with level of identification to effect reported intergroup emotion amongst Catholics, \(F=(4,347)\) 1.32, n.s. A main effect for picture presented was observed in relation to hopefulness, \(F=(1, 350)\) 16.6, \(p<.001\). Catholics felt significantly more hopeful when viewing the image of the RUC crest \((M=1.3, sd=.04)\) than when viewing the image of the Union Jack \((M=1.22, sd=.03)\). Level of identification was not related to intergroup emotions reported in response to these primes.

**Protestants**

The nature of the image (flag versus contentious picture) presented did not interact with level of identification to effect reported intergroup emotion amongst Protestants, \(F=(4,429)\) .67, n.s.. A main effect for picture presented was observed in relation to uneasiness, \(F=(1, 432)\) 81.42, \(p<.001\), annoyance, \(F=(1,432)\) 95.9, \(p<.001\) and hopefulness, \(F=(1, 432)\) 9.9, \(p<.01\). Respondents felt more hopeful when viewing the image of the Tricolour \((m=1.13, sd=.02)\) than the Hunger Strike memorial \((m=1.06, sd=.02)\). They also felt more uneasy when viewing the image of the Hunger Strike memorial \((m=2.01, sd=.05)\) than the image of the Tricolour \((m=1.55, sd=.04)\) and more annoyed when viewing the image of the Hunger Strike memorial \((m=1.99, sd=.04)\) than when viewing the image of the Tricolour \((m=1.54, sd=.04)\). Level of identification was not related to intergroup emotions in response to these primes.

**DISCUSSION**

Our findings have shown that emotions can indeed be group-based given the relationship demonstrated between identification and intragroup emotion as well as intergroup emotion in line with previous research (Kessler & Hollbach, 2005; Mackie et al, 2004; Smith et al, 2007). In terms of overall identification and intragroup emotions, the patterns that emerged for both Catholics and Protestants were as predicted. Overall identification was negatively correlated with explicitly-reported negative emotions directed at the ingroup and positively correlated with explicitly-
reported positive emotions directed at the ingroup. This supports the hypothesis that increases in levels of identification are associated with increases in positive feelings about the ingroup and decreases in negative feelings about the ingroup, for explicitly reported group emotions. This differs somewhat from previous research that has produced mixed results concerning the relationship between identification and negative emotions (Smith et al., 2007). However while this relationship is particularly clear in terms of explicitly-reported intragroup emotions, the same cannot be said for our findings in relation to subtly primed group emotions. In examining positive symbols of the ingroup (i.e. national flags) we found that, in line with previous research, positive emotions were positively related to identification but found no significant relationships between negative emotions and identification. This finding was true for both Catholics and Protestants. This finding may well reflect group members work to avoid feeling negative (as suggested by Doosje et al., 2006), given that flags are not unambiguously positive in divided societies such as Northern Ireland.

In considering intragroup emotion relative to the dimensions of identification measured, a more complex picture emerges. Mackie et al (2004) suggested that “some aspects of identification might be more central to specific emotional reactions to…events than others.” They suggested that one of these was centrality or importance of identity. Our findings were mixed concerning the relationship between importance and intragroup emotion. Importance was negatively related to uneasiness and positively related to positive emotions for Catholics. (There was no significant relationship between annoyance and importance to identity although it was in the expected direction). The pattern of relationships was very different for Protestants. Importance was positively related to positive emotions directed at the in-group (a similar finding to Catholic participants), however identity importance was not related to negative emotions. However, our data does suggest that public regard may be an important subcomponent to consider. For Catholics, public regard was negatively correlated with negative intragroup emotions and positively correlated with positive intragroup emotions. For the most part, these findings were replicated in the Protestant sample; however there was no significant correlation between feelings of annoyance and public regard (although results were in the expected direction). It is likely that believing that others hold the group in high esteem boosts positive feelings about group and depresses negative feelings. It is also possible, given the hypothesised bi-directional nature of the relationship between identification and emotion (see Kessler & Hollbach, 2005), that identification with the group could increase if members believe that others value the group.

As hypothesised by Seger et al (2009), we established a relationship between emotions expressed and identification when identity was subtly primed using group relevant images. However, our results call into question the appropriateness of taking a positive/negative divide when talking about group-based emotions. It has been suggested that it is important to look at the type of emotion evoked rather than focusing on a simple positive/negative dimension of affect (Smith, 1993). Clearly, the different primes were activating different intragroup emotions, as postulated by Seger et al (2009). Further to this our evidence is that different primes were also activating different intergroup emotions. For Protestant respondents the differences in emotion directed at the out group relative to the two primes used was particularly marked,
respondents reporting significantly more uneasiness, annoyance and less hopefulness in response to the contentious Hunger Strike memorial than the Irish tricolour. In effect these findings extend the current literature by illustrating that specific primes can have particular effects that go beyond the simplistic prediction that positive images will prime positive emotion and negative images negative emotion. This would be in line with appraisal theories of emotion which suggest that different appraisals are linked to particular emotions.

We hypothesized that there are differences in emotions directed towards the ingroup between high and low identifiers. The extent of identification with the religious group interacted with the valence of the image and the level of identification effect emotions directed at the ingroup for both Catholics and Protestants. Interestingly these emotions were not related in a straightforward way. For instance high Protestant identifiers reported both more positive emotion (hopefulness) and negative emotion (annoyance) when confronted with the image of an RUC emblem than low identifiers. Similarly high Catholic identifiers reported more annoyance and more hope in response to the Hunger Strike Memorial picture than low identifiers. These findings suggest that group members can feel conflicting emotions simultaneously when looking at particular images. Both contentious images represent organisations that could be considered part of the past. For Protestant high identifiers, feelings of annoyance may be related to the chequered history of the organisation and feelings of hopefulness given that it has been reformed. It could be argued that feelings of satisfaction may arise as recognition of the service provided by the force for their community. This may also be true for Catholics. Feelings of annoyance could be generated by symbol of past aggression and possible feelings of hopefulness as the image may serve as a reminder that the conflict has ended and the group has moved beyond that stage in its history. Particular images seem to affect specific emotions and again maybe this is why we should not focus on a single dimension of affect.

Whilst these hypothesized differences in intragroup emotion were evident, differences in intergroup emotion related to level identification was not as readily apparent. Whilst high identifiers felt more positively about the in group, there was no evidence that they differed systematically in their emotional response to outgroup images than low identifiers. In the Protestant sample however greater identification was associated with higher overall intensity of negative emotion felt towards the out group as would be predicted by Mackie et al (2004).

For some time now, researchers in the area of prejudice have argued for the need to distinguish between in group favouritism and out group derogation. This important distinction has led researchers to understanding that discrimination against the out group is not necessarily a consequence of in group liking. The current findings would appear to resonate with this pattern, in that identification with the ingroup—as measured by esteem in this instance—was more strongly related to intragroup emotion rather than intergroup emotion. Theoretically this is also consistent with the origins of intergroup emotion theory which suggests that emotions reflect self-relevant motivational concerns and congruence. As the inclusion of the self in the ingroup is the basic premise of social identity approaches, it is logical and consistent with cur-
rent theory that the ingroup is elicit more intense emotions and be more strongly linked to identification than to the outgroup.

A second implication of our findings is the importance of conceptual clarity in the measurement of intergroup emotion. As outlined by Lyer and Leach (2008) the conflation of intragroup, intergroup emotions as well as those relating to the relations between groups has hampered progress in this area. Our findings suggest that the distinction between intra and intergroup emotions at a minimum is an important one. Further it suggests that emotion relating to the self as a group member (i.e. as the subject of the emotion) is readily primed using which may be a more naturalistic method of eliciting emotional responses. For sure our findings add to the literature in this area by outlining the relations between the factors in an ecologically valid context.

Whilst ecologically valid research is always laudable, it does without question come with its own difficulties. Our two extant groups Protestants and Catholics did not always evidence the same pattern of findings and whilst we attempted to chose equivalent symbols for priming, the reality is that the groups are not equivalent. Each group has a range of national, political and cultural baggage that is not acknowledged in the design of this study and is necessarily simplified by the Protestant/Catholic dichotomy. The different patterns of relationships without question can be said to be related to the political climate in Northern Ireland. Indeed the content of the traditional identities are fundamentally related to the changing status of the groups within Ireland and the UK and vis-à-vis each other. Whilst our thoughts on this issue are necessarily speculative, certainly the increased perceptions of threat and loss of esteem perceived by the Protestant community in Northern Ireland since the Belfast Good Friday agreement (MacGinty & DuToit, 2007) would appear to be reflected in the patterns of findings apparent amongst Protestants which can be characterised as more negative than that evident in Catholic respondents.

The impetus for examining emotions in an inter-group context is the hypothesised link between emotion and action tendencies. The intention to act is based not only on what we think about the out-group but is also based on feelings towards the out-group and/or inter-group relations. Of course, this intention to act depends on the emotion that is evoked. Some emotions, such as anger at the out group, are particularly associated with action tendencies (Yzerbyt et al, 2003); observers can feel angry towards out-group if the victims are member of the ingroup and the perpetrator a member of the out-group. Clearly findings such as this have particular resonance in Northern Ireland, where violence and victimization is often based in inter-group dynamics (Cairns and Darby, 1998). However our findings suggest that the strongest relationships are between identification and intragroup emotions rather than inter group emotions. This has two important implications. First, if group emotions are as relevant to community relations as is hypothesized, the intragroup concerns would appear to be of paramount importance in promoting good relations, even in situations like Northern Ireland where groups can be viewed as negatively interdependent (Muldoon, McLaughlin & Trew, 2007). Second, focusing on feelings towards the out group to maximise good relations contexts may represent a proverbial “red herring”.
The current study was necessarily limited. As our study was undertaken in people’s homes, it was necessary for safety reasons not to arouse or articulate intense emotions. Second though we were interested in how particular emotions resulted from appraisal of specific primes, the emotions we assessed were limited to positive and negative affects. Though our intergroup analysis allowed for the examination of how a contentious images of the outgroup can elicit negative emotions as per the predictions of appraisal theories, the inclusion of a wider array of such highly relevant emotions in the Northern Ireland context such as shame or guilt was deemed to be too sensitive and potentially risky even in these times of relative peace. at this time. Future research could also usefully extend our work to assess the relationship between different emotions and specific action tendencies which was beyond the scope of the current study.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrating the emotions attached to religious identities in Northern Ireland represents an important addition to the available research in this field. Our findings have moved the literature to demonstrate these effects in real world groups as opposed to lab settings. Further we have added to literature in terms of demonstrating that these emotions can be manipulated by varying the primes presented and that group based emotion is not always unambiguously positive. Finally we demonstrate the value of conceptual clarity in the operationalisation of group emotion and have started to unpick the complexity of the specific relations between particular emotions, subtle priming and identification in context.
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